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Gucci - and Louis Vuitton - are millennials' favorite brands. (ddp)

Luxury goods

What trade war? Millennials
scoop up Gucci, Hermes
09 October 2018, 6:56 pm MYT, written by UBS Editorial Team

Gucci, Louis Vuitton and Hermes are among the brands benefitting from millennials' optimism about their
financial future; even the Chinese are showing no signs of slowing down.

Chinese millennials seem to be shrugging off headlines
surrounding the trade row between the US and China,
with 71 percent of them expecting their personal financial
situation to improve in the next 12 months; those aged 35
and older are less optimistic, with 67 percent saying so.

And it's not just the Chinese who are positive about their
finances; across all regions, 18- to 34-year-olds already have
higher luxury budgets than older consumers, according to
a survey conducted by UBS Evidence Lab with more than
3,000 consumers across China, Europe and US conducted
in June and July. For the first time, 58 percent of French
millennials surveyed feel positive, vs 33% of the older
generation.

This positivity matters for European luxury brands, especially
Gucci and Louis Vuitton, which ranked as the top two
brands with millennials globally; based on the most 'likes'
per post, this popularity is also mirrored in the US.

Meanwhile, the Chinese – both millennial and older
consumers – love their Hermès.

One of the most surprising findings: even as the rhetoric
surrounding the trade war cranked up in June, there
appears to be no material slowdown in demand from
Chinese consumers; Chinese millennial consumers have a
strongly positive financial outlook, ahead of their older
counterparts. Both groups allocate 20 percent of their
discretionary income to luxury spending.

"These two factors are reflected in higher budgets,
suggesting that Chinese millennials are indeed supportive
to sector growth," said UBS analysts Helen Brand, Fred
Speirs, Julie Zhuang and Susy Tibaldi.

Indeed, millennials will represent 45 percent of total luxury
spend by 2025, according to research firms Bain and
Altagamma; in 2017, the cohort contributed 85 percent to
the luxury sector's organic growth.

For example, 65 percent of Saint Laurent’s revenues came
from this age group in 2017, while Gucci’s sales to
millennial accounted for about half of its total. Louis
Vuitton obtained approximately 33 percent of its profits
from consumers aged 21-37.
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Chinese consumers as a group already account for
30 percent of luxury spend globally, according to UBS
estimates; Americans contribute 23 percent of total sales;
Europeans, 19 percent; Japanese, 11 percent; other Asians,
10 percent; and the rest of the world, 7 percent.

French millennials were significantly more positive about
their financial outlook than their older counterparts; Italian
millennials were much more balanced.

French millennials however showed lower interest in
luxury consumption, allocating only 12 percent of their
discretionary budget and prioritizing foreign travel and
holidays, vs 15% for older consumers. Italian millennials,
despite a weaker financial outlook, indicated they prioritize
purchasing luxury goods.

US millennials appear considerably more positive than their
older counterparts, showing a more open attitude towards
luxury, allocating a higher proportion of their discretionary
income to purchasing luxury goods (14 percent vs older
consumers at 12 percent).
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Important information
As a firm providing wealth management services to clients, UBS Financial Services, Inc is registered with the U.S. Securities and Exchange Commission (SEC) as an investment adviser and a broker-dealer,
offering both investment advisory and brokerage services. Advisory services and brokerage services are separate and distinct, differ in material ways and are governed by different laws and separate contracts. It
is important that you carefully read the agreements and disclosures UBS provides to you about the products or services offered. For more information, please visit our website at www.ubs.com/workingwithus.
©UBS 2017. All rights reserved. UBS Financial Services Inc. is a subsidiary of UBS AG. Member FINRA/SIPC.
There are two sources of UBS research. Reports from the first source, UBS CIO Wealth Management Research, are designed for individual investors and are produced by UBS Wealth Management Americas
(which includes UBS Financial Services Inc. and UBS International Inc.) and UBS Wealth Management. The second research source is UBS Investment Research, and its reports are produced by UBS Investment
Bank, whose primary business focus is institutional investors. The two sources operate independently and may therefore have different recommendations. The various research content provided does not
take into account the unique investment objectives, financial situation or particular needs of any specific individual investor. If you have any questions, please consult your Financial Advisor. UBS Financial
Services Inc. is a subsidiary of UBS AG and an affiliate of UBS International Inc.
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